In the paper explicit functional continuous Runge-Kutta and Runge-KuttaNyström methods for retarded functional differential equations are considered. New methods for first order equations as well as for second order equations of the special form are constructed with the reuse of the last stage of the step. The order conditions for Runge-Kutta-Nyström methods are derived. Methods of orders three, four and five which require less computations than the known methods are presented. Numerical solution of the test problems confirm the convergence order of the new methods and their lower computational cost is performed.
Introduction
The paper is in a lot of moments based on the paper by S. Maset, L. Torelli and R. Vermiglio on Functional Continuous Runge-Kutta methods [1] . Let's start with some basic denotations.
• • For a continuous function u : [a − r, b) → R d and t ∈ [a, b), where a < b, let u t be the function given by u t (θ) = u(t + θ), θ ∈ [−r, 0].
A differential equation where the higher derivative depends on the unknown function and lower derivatives values in the past is called a retarded functional differential equation (RFDE). For example, a first order RFDE iṡ
and a second order RFDE isü (t) = f (t, u t ,u t ),
whereu t (θ) =u(t + θ), θ ∈ [−r ′ , 0].
Various particular cases of RFDEs include delay differential equationṡ u(t) = f (t, u(t), u(t − τ 1 ), . . . , u(t − τ k )), τ i ≥ 0, i = 1, . . . , k, where in every moment t only the values of u in a finite number of the points in the past are necessary, integral differential equationṡ u(t) = f (t, u(t)) + t t−r K(s, t, u(s))ds, their combinations or other ways to use the past values u.
In the present paper we consider the equation (2) and a particular case of (3)ü (t) = f (t, u t ),
To find a unique solution of an RFDE the initial value is not enough and a history function ϕ, determining the solution in some interval left of the initial point, is required. In the most cases even for smooth enough f and ϕ the solution doesn't smoothly continue the history. This leads to a number of points where the solution has jump discontinuities in some derivatives. This restricts greatly multistep methods application and in recently the main attention was devoted to one-step methods, specifically continuous Runge-Kutta (CRKs) [2] .
A CRK provides a continuous approximation of the solution over the integration step, which can be later substituted into the right-hand side f when needed. However, in the case, when we need the continuous approximation within the currently calculated step, the implementation of any (even explicit) Runge-Kutta method becomes fully implicit. This situation is known as overlapping when delay differential equations are considered. For integral differential equations or more general types of RFDEs such situation occurs at every step.
Overlapping makes application of Bellmann's method of steps [3] or explicit Runge-Kutta methods impossible. Though fully implicit methods (like RADAR code by Guglielmi and Hairer [4] ) work fine, still the speed of explicit methods is often desirable.
A way to construct explicit methods for general RFDEs was first proposed by Tavernini in early seventies [5] but only few decades later his approach was further developed by a group of Italian researchers [1, 6] . They provide the continuous approximations of rising orders for every stage, finally reaching the desired method's order. Such methods, named Functional Continuous RungeKutta methods (FCRKs), are the subject of the present paper.
It should be mentioned, that general linear multistep methods are studied as a way to solve RFDEs as well (e.g., [7] ), and even a functional continuous approach is used in them [8] . Still due to the reasons mentioned above we concentrate on one-step methods.
The methods constructed in [1] can be made less expensive if one uses the last stage of the step as the first stage of the next step, as it was done for instance for CRKs in [9] .
In the next section we recall the necessary information on FCRKs, and then in Sec. 3 construct FCRKs with the last stage reuse. We also study FCRK methods for direct application to the second order equations of special form, which are analogous to Runge-Kutta-Nyström methods (Sec. 4), prove their order conditions (Sec. 5) and finally present such methods with reuse (Sec. 6). In the last section we run test problems that demonstrate the convergence of the presented methods.
Runge-Kutta Methods for RFDEs
This section recalls the results presented in [1] . We consider only explicit method in the current paper and make the corresponding changes to the cited material.
Here and in the next section we consider the first order RFDĖ
where f : Ω → R d , and open set Ω ⊆ R × C. We assume that f is continuous and its derivative f ′ : Ω → L(C, R d ) is bounded and continuous with respect to the second argument. In this case according to [10] for each (σ, ϕ) ∈ Ω there exists a unique (non-continuable) solution u = u(σ, ϕ) : [σ − r,t) → R d of (2) through (σ, ϕ), wheret =t(σ, ϕ) ∈ (σ, +∞], i.e. u satisfies (2) for t ∈ [σ,t) and u σ = ϕ. Definition 1. Let s be a positive integer. An explicit s-stage functional continuous Runge-Kutta method (FCRK) is a triple (A(·), b(·), c) where
• c ∈ R s with c 1 = 0 and c i ≥ 0, i = 2, ..., s.
Applied with stepsize h to (2) to get the solution u through (σ, ϕ), the FCRK (A(·), b(·), c) provides the continuous approximation η(αh) of the shift
where
and
The conditions A(0) = 0 and b(0) = 0 guarantee Y i cih ∈ C, i = 1, ..., s, and η h ∈ C respectively.
When the second step is made, the function ϕ in (5)- (7) is extended up to the new starting point (σ + h) with η from the first step. The same for the following steps.
Definition 2. The function
is called the local error. We say that for a sufficiently smooth problem an FCRK has local uniform (discrete) order p (q) if for h small enough there exists some C > 0 such that
It is obvious, that q ≥ p. More rigorous definitions, which take in account discontinuity points, can be found in [1] . The problem of global convergence and its connection to the local orders is considered in [2] . It is enough to mention here that a method needs to have discrete order p and uniform order p − 1 to provide the convergence order p. Still we construct uniform order p methods here, since when implemented they are better in various senses (more justified local error estimation, its minimization, application to neutral equations, etc.) An FCRKs can be conveniently presented with a Butcher tableau:
It can be reduced to a continuous Runge-Kutta (CRK) method for ODEs (or DDEs with non-vanishing delays) by setting a ij = a ij (c i ).
In [1] the methods of uniform orders 1, 2, 3 and 4 were presented with 1, 2, 4 and 7 stages respectively. Those are the lowest numbers of stages providing such uniform orders. However, it is possible to construct a discrete order 3 method with 3 stages and a discrete order 4 method with 6 stages. This leads to methods with reuse studied in the next section.
Methods with the Last Stage Reuse
Continuous Runge-Kutta methods (CRKs) are extensions of Runge-Kutta methods for an ODE initial value probleṁ
Since here the matrix A is constant those methods have less strict order conditions than FCRKs, and thus for orders 4 and higher can be constructed with fewer stages (see [2] ). However, since they find wide application in solution of DDEs (and also RFDEs) with non-vanishing delays when one uses smaller step sizes than the minimum delay value, they are usually constructed to have the uniform order equal to the discrete order, or at least 1 order lower. Owren and Zennaro [9] have constructed "optimal" CRKs of orders up to five in which the idea of getting the discrete order p with fewer stages than it is necessary for uniform order p is used. The additional stage necessary for uniform order p is computed in the point (t 0 +h, η(h)) (which is order p approximation to u(t 0 +h)) and can be used as a first stage for the next step -the approach named reuse or First Same as Last, FSAL. We don't recall details on CRKs here. They can be found in the cited works [2, 9] . Let's show how the same idea can be applied for FCRKs.
As it was already mentioned, methods of discrete orders 3 and 4 can be constructed with just 3 and 6 stages. In both cases one additional stage is sufficient to provide the uniform order 3 or 4 as well. This last stage will be used a first stage of the next step.
The general formulation of the method remains the same as (5)- (7). We only have additional restrictions on the parameters:
• c s = 1;
• a si (α) must satisfy discrete order p and uniform order p − 1 conditions as b-parameters of a method with s − 1 stages.
The first condition is necessary to reuse the stage, while the second one provides that the continuous extension η ends in the point obtained by the method of discrete order p with s − 1 stages. We must not only provide the discrete order p with s − 1 stages, but the uniform order p − 1 as well. This is necessary due to the fact, that the low order of the last stage of the previous step can reduce the order at the current step.
It should also be noted that if the step starts from the point whereu has a jump discontinuity (which for DDEs can occur only for the first step, or if the history ϕ or right-hand side f have jumps), we don't use the last stage of the previous step and recompute it with the new branch of ϕ or f . Some details on discontinuity approximation and branch-wise control of problems smoothness can be found in [11] .
We now present methods of orders 3 and 4.
Method of order three
The method obtains the solution in the next mesh point with 3 stages and uses the value K 4 to get order 3 uniform approximation. Free parameters are chosen to reduce the error coefficients of order four in mean square sense (they were computed only for application of the method to ODEs or DDEs with nonvanishing delays).
Method of order four
Here only six new stages are required for every step. Free parameters were chosen to reduce the error as well as for the method of order 3. 
Runge-Kutta-Nyström Methods for Second Order Equations
Here we consider the equation
The solution existence and uniqueness conditions for it can be obtained by rewriting it as a first order system and applying results from [10] as for (2) . Namely, we assume that
with respect to the second argument which is bounded and continuous with respect to the second argument. Thus, for each (σ, ϕ) ∈ Ω there exists a unique (non-continuable)
Notice that since the right-hand side of (4) doesn't depend onu there is no need to need in any additional assumptions onφ, save the existence of the initial valueφ(0).
Remark 1.
Through the whole paper we use dot (˙) for time (or time-like variable) derivative, and upper index in brackets ( (k) ) means k-th time derivative. Prime ( ′ ) is only used to indicate that the function or parameter is somehow connected to dot-variables and is specific for second order equations, i.e. prime does not mean derivation.
In full analogy with FCRK (5)- (7) the following method for direct implementation to (4) we introduced in [12] . 
Applied with stepsize h to (4) to get the solution u through (σ, ϕ), the FCRKN (A(·), b(·), b ′ (·), c) provides the continuous approximations η(αh) of the shift y = u(σ + ·) and η ′ (αh) of the shiftẏ =u(σ + ·) on [0, h]:
where again
The conditions (13) are. In fact an application of FCRK to the system
which is equivalent to (4) will lead to the approximation ofu in the form
Still to make the denotations for FCRKNs more consistent, we correspond b
FCRKNs orders are defined in more complicated way than those of FCRKs. Along with the local error (8) the local error is introduced for η ′ :
Definition 4. We say that for a sufficiently smooth problem (4) an FCRKN has local uniform (discrete) order p (q) if for h small enough there exist some C > 0 and C ′ > 0 such that
E(αh) ≤ Ch p+1 and max
Order Conditions
In [12] FCRKNs order conditions were presented without demonstration of their necessity or even sufficiency. Intuitively constructed labeled trees correspondence to order conditions was used. However, as it was mentioned there, a strict proof was still needed. Since a separate paper on FCRKNs order conditions derivation would be almost useless, we include the rigorous order conditions derivation here.
Error expansions
Analogously to local errors
we introduce stage errors
We also extend a ij (α) = 0, α ≤ 0 for all i, j = 1, ..., s and denoteā
Let's study local errors
Notice that
We also introduce
First for Nyström methods with α ∈ [0, 1]
Now by Taylor expansion of y andÿ we get
Analogously
Moreover for stage errors
and Γ ik (α) = 0 for α ≤ 0.
By considering RFDEs with f (t, u t ) = g(t) (pure quadrature problems), it is easy to see that
are necessary conditions for the uniform (discrete) order p.
We assume in the following that FCRKN methods satisfy
i.e. Γ ′ 1 = 0, which is the uniform order one condition, and also
i.e. Γ 2 = 0 and Γ i2 = 0, i = 1, ..., s. The first equation of (26) is the uniform order two condition for y approximation and the other are simplifying conditions providing the uniform order two of stage approximations Y i .
Second order
We assumed for the existence of the solution of (4) that f is of class C 1 with respect to the second argument. Now let us assume also that u is of piecewise class C 3 . Under these assumptions it is clear that for a method of order one
in (18), and thus
Theorem 1. An FCRKN method satisfying (25) and (26) is of uniform order two iff
and is of discrete order two iff
Proof. Let us observe that (29) is equivalent to Γ 
Third order
Now we develop the conditions for uniform and discrete orders three. Let us assume that u is of piecewise class C 4 . Because of (27) and (26)
and then
Thus
Theorem 2. An FCRKN method satisfying (25) and (26) and of uniform order two is of uniform order three iff
and is of discrete order three iff
Proof. The proof is as straighforward as of the Th. 1. Observe that (33) is equivalent to Γ 
Fourth order
Now let us assume that f is of class C 2 with respect to second argument and u is of piecewise class C 5 . Because of (31) and (26)
where the symbol | θ shows that the functional derivative [13] δf δu (σ + c i h, y cih ) is applied to the functionΓ i3 θ h y (3) (0) of the variable θ, θ ∈ [−r, 0]. Now we have
where the sum in brackets is made only for i for which c i = c * m . Theorem 3. An FCRKN method satisfying (25) and (26) and of uniform order three is of uniform order four iff
for m = 1, ..., s * , and
Proof. The proof is analogous to the order three conditions for FCRKs for a first-order RFDE given in [1] . For m = 1, ..., s * , let ∆ m3 be the function given by
Then (39) can be written as
under the assumption that the method has uniform order three. Let us observe that (40) is equivalent to Γ 
Consider the scalar linear RFDE (4) defined by r = Aa 2 and
where a > 1 and g : (−a, a) → R is such that t → t 3 is a solution of the RFDE on [−1 − r, a). Since f is linear with respect to the second argument it has derivative given by
For t ∈ [−1, a) and h ∈ [0,h(t, x t )) such that:
and h = t 2 , we have
and then the local error is given by (since y (3) (0) = 6)
Thus for the particular RFDE (43), for t 0 = −1, for φ 0 (θ) = (−1 + θ) 3 , θ ∈ [−r, 0], and for T = 1 we have that: for all H > 0 and C > 0 there exist t ∈ [t 0 ,t(t 0 , φ 0 )) = [−1, a) and h ∈ [0, min{H,h(t, x t )}) such that t +ch ≤ T and max
So the method is not of uniform order 4.
Analogously for the discrete order four the following result holds.
Theorem 4. An FCRKN method satisfying (25) and (26) and of discrete order three is of discrete order four iff
Fifth order
Now we develop the conditions for uniform and discrete orders four. As for order four we keep assuming that f is of class C 2 with respect to second argument but now let us assume that u is of piecewise class C 6 . Since (31) and (26)
(47) Now we have
The proof of the following theorems is analogous to the proof of Theorem 3 with g(t) taken such that a solution of the RFDE on [−1 − r, a) is t → t 4 .
Theorem 5. An FCRKN method satisfying (25) and (26) and of uniform order four is of uniform order five iff
for m = 1, ..., s * ,
for m = 1, ..., s * .
Theorem 6. An FCRKN method satisfying (25) and (26) and of discrete order four is of discrete order five iff
FCRKNs with Reuse
The methods constructed in [12] satisfy the condition
It isn't necessary but was used because it instantly makes all order conditions for b i (α) true, and could be satisfied with the minimal number of stages required to resolve the conditions for b
However in the case of Runge-Kutta-Nyström methods we do not need to approximateu(t) values in order to compute the solution through the step. This means that it is sufficient to resolve discrete order conditions for b ′ i (α) and only those uniform order conditions, which contain coefficients b i (α). This (for methods of order 3 and higher) can be made with one stage fewer than full uniform order methods require.
And as for FCRKs with reuse we can compute the additional stage to be used for the uniform order approximation tou(t). This stage can be made equal to the first stage of the next step, if the following additional restrictions are satisfied:
• b i (α) = a si (α) for any i = 1, ..., s;
The last condition provides continuous approximation tou over several steps.
FCRKNs with reuse are represented in Butcher tableaux of the form
The following tables present methods of order 3 with 2 new stages per step and of order 4 with 4 new stages.
Problem 1 is the problem 1.2.6 from [14] . It is an initial value problem (IVP) with overlapping occuring for few first steps and no discontinuity points:
It has the analytical solution u(t) = e t , t ≥ 0. We integrate (61) Problem 2 is the problem with vanishing delay. It has overlapping many times within the integration interval:
where g(t) = t − As it can be seen both new methods show the expected convergence (at least for h small enough). As for the computational costs, for methods with reuse they are in the most cases lower for the same global error.
FCRKNs
The problems of the second order are slightly modified problems (61) and (62).
Problem 3 is an IVP as Problem 1:
has the solution u(t) = e −t , t ≥ 0. We integrate it at the interval t ∈ [0, 3]. The results are presented at Figs. 5 and 6. Problem 4 is based on Problem 2: ü(t) = u(g(t))u(t)e g(t) , t ≥ 0, u(t) = e −t , t ≤ 0.
with the same g(t) = t − Here we also see that due to the reuse methods (59) and (60) require less computations. However, the convergence order is for some tests even higher than we've constructed, but less than a unit higher (about 3.5 for the third order methods and 4.5 for the method (60)).
Similar results were observed in [15] and later explained in the unpublished talk [16] . The matter is that if a method has order p + 1 (or higher) without overlapping and order p at the steps with overlapping its total convergence depends on the ratio of overlapping and no-overlapping steps. If the total length of the overlapping steps is O( √ h) (which is the case in both problems) the convergence order is p + 0.5. 
Conclusion
Using the last stage of a Runge-Kutta type method as the first stage at the next step allows reducing the computational cost of continuous and functional continuous methods. We have considered first order RFDEs and second order RFDEs without dependency on the unknown function derivative. The constructed methods have the lowest possible number of stages for the uniform order they provide. The numerical 
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